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Singular Measures Without Restrictive Intervals*
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Abstract. For the transformation T: [0,1] h-> [0,1] defined by T(x) = λx(l -x)
with 0^1 ̂ 4, a λ is shown to exist for which T has no restrictive intervals,
hence is sensitive to initial conditions, but for which no finite absolutely
continuous invariant measure exists for T.

Introduction

A restrictive interval R for a one dimensional transformation T is one which
eventually maps into itself; Tn(R)cR for some n, the least such n being called the
period of the interval. In the case where T is unimodal with negative Schwarzian
derivative, John Guckenheimer showed that the absence of a restrictive interval
implied an expansion property called sensitivity to initial conditions: 3 ε V intervals
/ 3 N such that l(TN(I)) > ε. The same conclusion can be drawn in the case of a finite
number of nested restrictive intervals by inducing on the smallest such interval.
Thus a dichotomy exists for such maps T not having a period orbit; either T has
sensitivity to initial conditions or there exists an infinite nested sequence of
restrictive intervals creating an attracting invariant Cantor set upon which T is
1 — 1. See Guckenheimer [5], or Collet and Eckmann [2], for a detailed exposition
of these ideas.

Of interest is how the structure of invariant measures correspond to this
dichotomy. Any invariant Cantor set will support an invariant measure, although
it is not clear whether the Cantor sets in this context can have positive lebesgue
measure. The question has been posed (Jakobson [6], Guckenheimer [5]) as to
whether the absence of a restrictive interval is sufficient to conclude the existence of
an absolutely continuous invariant measure. This is shown not to be the case in the
following example.
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Terms and Concepts

The map to be considered is the quadratic map Tλ(x) = λx(ί — x) which for 0 ̂  λ ̂  4
maps [0, 1] into itself.

Any periodic point rλo of Tλo with period n0 is a fixed point for T"£, and if the
graph of T"° is not tangent to the line 3; = x at rλo then the point of intersection of
the graph and the line will move continuously with small perturbations in λ. In this
case there will exist a closed parameter interval \λa, λ J containing λ0 and a periodic
point rλ which varies continuously for Λe[/lα,/y such that rλ = rλQ when λ = λQ.

Let ̂ λo be a restrictive interval of period n0 for Tλo and assume that Tλo has no
attracting periodic orbit. Define the interval orbit of Rλo to be Iorb(#λo)

= "°U T*0(RJ. One of Rλo, T^RJ^.^T^^RJ must contain the critical point
fc = 0

x = Ί [4, Theorem 2.6] so it may be assumed that %eRλo. It will be assumed that
Rλo is maximal such that T£°(Rλo) C Rλo, hence one endpoint of Rλo will be a periodic
point rλo of period n0 and the other endpoint will be the symmetric point
r'λo = l — rλo. It is possible to choose Rλo so that there is a non-trivial parameter
interval in which the points rλ and r'λ vary continuously, creating a continuously
varying restrictive interval Rλ = [rλ, r'J (see [5]). The largest parameter interval
[Λ,α, λ J for which Rλ is restrictive will be called the "window" of Rλ (following the
terminology of May [9]). For λ at the right-hand endpoint of the window, either rλ

is attracting from one side or T"° maps Rλ2 — 1 and onto itself. In the latter case Rλ

and λ will be called "critical" (see Fig. 1). If λb is critical then there will exist λ>λb

arbitrarily close to λb for which Rλ is no longer restrictive and T"°(Rλ) will contain a
neighborhood of the point r'λ (see Fig. 2). For such a λ the interval orbit will still be

takentobeIorb(#A)=n°U

Theorem. For Tλ = λx(\ — x) mapping [0, 1] into itself, there exists a parameter value
/loo such that Tλoo has no restrictive intervals and any finite invariant measure for Tλoo

is singular.

Fig. 1
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Fig. 2

Outline of Proof

The orbit of a restrictive interval Rλ attracts almost every point [5, Proposition 2.8,
Theorem 3.1] hence any continuous measure for Tλ will have support contained in
I oτb(RA). Iϊλb is a critical endpoint of the window [Λα, λb~] for Rλ then for λ near λb,
the expected time it takes a point to land in Rλ does not change much with respect
to small perturbations in λ. For λ>λb the expected time for a point to leave
Iorb(-R^) can be made arbitrarily large by taking λ sufficiently close to λb. Thus
continuous measures can be made to have a preponderance of mass in I orb(Rλ) by
restricting λ close to λb. Lemma 1 will show that for λ > λb and sufficiently close to
λb there will exist a set Pλ with l(Pc

λ) arbitrarily small such that T^(Pλ)Clorb(Rλ)
for some N. Then any invariant measure for Tλ will have at least half of its mass in

Lemma 2 is a proof that for any β > 0, (λb, λb + ε) will contain a value λ for which
Tλ has a critical restrictive interval Qλ with /(I orb(β J) arbitrarily small. Such a
parameter value is constructed by consideration of the induced map of T"° on Rλ

for λ slightly larger than λb. This induced map will consist of symmetric monotone
branches (possibly infinitely many) and a central folded piece (see Fig. 3 and refer

Fig. 3
X ?

1 / 2
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to Guckenheimer [4]). As the central folded piece moves across the line j; = x a
critical restrictive interval is created. The measure of the orbit of the new restrictive
interval is controlled by controlling the size of the new restrictive interval and
considering how long its orbit stays close to the orbit of rλ.

The proof of the theorem consists of using these two lemmas to demonstrate
the existence of a sequence of critical parameter values λt with corresponding
neighborhoods ηt such that for λ e ηt any continuous invariant measure for Tλ will
have a majority of its mass in the corresponding interval orbit (or in a very small
set). The neighborhoods ηt will be constructed to nest down to a point λ^ in the
complement of all windows for which any invariant measure for Tλao is necessarily
singular.

The reader is urged to compare this example to Arnold's example for
homeomorphisms of the circle (Arnold [1], Cornfeld et al. [3]).

Construction of the Example

Lemma 1. Suppose λb is a critical endpoint of a window [Λ,α, λb~\ for a restrictive
interval Rλ of order n0. Vσ>0 3<5 Vλe(λb,λb + δ) 3Pλ, 3M such that l(Pc

λ)<σ and
Tλ

M(Pλ)Clorb(Rλ).

Proof. Let any σ > 0 be given and take δ' sufficiently small that Rλ = [rΛ, r^] is
defined for λ e \_λφ λb + δr). Since \ e jRλ, almost every point x eventually lands in Rλ

/ N \ σ

[5, Proposition 2.8, Theorem 3.1] hence 3N such that / M Tλ~
k(Rλ) > 1 - - for

\fe=o / 2
λ e (λb9 λb + <5') By continuity, the set {xεRλ: T£Q(x)φRλ} can be made arbitrarily

small by restricting λ>λb sufficiently close to λb. Hence so can the sets <xeRλ:

U TflxJtflorbiRjl and (J T>\xeRλ: (J T^x)^lorb(Rλ}\. Thus the set
fc=0 J i=0 ( k=0 }

{ N ] σ

Eλ=<xe (J Tλ~\Rλ): T?(x)φI orb(Rλ) > can be made smaller than - by restrict-
t k=o } 2

N

ing λ e (λb9 λb + δ) for some δ < δ' sufficiently small. The set Pλ = (J Tλ~\Rλ) — Eλ
k = 0

has a complement of lebesgue measure less than σ and T^(Pλ)cloΐb(Rλ). Π

Thus Pλ -1 orb(Rλ) is mapped into Pc

λul orb(Rλ) under TΛ

M for λ e (λb, λb + δ). If
μ is any invariant unit measure for Tλ and S is a set such that ΓA

M(S) C Sc, then μ(S)
^ μ(Tλ'

M(Sc)) = μ(Sc} and therefore μ(Sc) ̂  i Thus for λ e (Afe, Ab + (5), any invariant
measure for Tλ has at least half of its mass in Pc

λuloτb(Rλ).

Lemma 2. Suppose λb is a critical endpoint of a window \_λa, Λ,J for a restrictive
interval Rλ of order n0. Vε>0, Vσ>0 3 a critical restrictive interval Qλ, with
parameter value λr such that λ' e (λb9 λb + ε) and /(Iorb(βr))<σ.

Proof. For every repelling periodic point rλ of period n0 there will exist a sequence
b^rλ of preimages of | such that T"°(b^ = bt,iy and containing each such bt will be
a preimage Ft oϊ Rλa. If \ is not periodic then these preimages will vary smoothly
under sufficiently small perturbations in λ. Thus for λ restricted to a sufficiently
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small neighborhood of λb there will exist a sequence Fλi of preimages of Rλ which
vary continuously in λ and are such that Tλ(Fλt^ = Fλti.1 with dist(Fλi,rλ)-^Q as
ΐ-XX).

Since the window [Λα, λb~\ is taken to be maximal, 3λc > λb and arbitrarily close
to λb such that Tg(Rλi) contains a neighborhood of r\, making Tg°(Rλ)
D (rAc — (5, rλc) for some (5 > 0. Let such a Λ,c be chosen sufficiently close to λb that the
sequence Fλ i is continuously varying for λ e (λb, λc). It may be assumed that δ < σ,
and since dist(Fλti,rλ)-*Q the sequence may be reindexed so that Fλ 0 e (rλ — δ, rλ)
for Λ,e(λftΛ) Let m0 be such that T£0(Fλα>0) = ̂ Aα. Thus a chain T^0'1^^),
^?"2(^Aα,o)5...?^α(^α,o)? ^..(Λ.iV of preimages of Rλa is defined. The
infinite part FλatQ, FλaΛ, Fλat2, • •• of this chain is contained in T*c

n°(Rλc) and has
lebesgue measure less than σ.

Define pλ ti and qλί such that Fλi = [pλbqλ^\. For each z, there exists a
parameter interval [4^']CθJ*Λ) such that TfrfaeF^ for A e [Λ;, A"] with
T^B°(i)=pAfi and T^°£) = qλti. For each i, the induced map of TA

n° on rλ for
Λ e [Λ/f, A-'] consists of symmetric monotone branches and a central folded piece (see
Fig. 3). The tip of the central folded piece moves across the interval Rλ as λ moves
across the interval [>ί ,/ί '] As the tip moves across the line y = x there will exist a
critical parameter value ^e[Λ, ,/l"] with corresponding critical restrictive
interval Qλi.

It is to be shown that 1(1 orb(βf)) can be made arbitrarily small. With m0 such
that 1Z?(FλtQ) = Rλ, then Qt has period n0(2 + i) + ̂ o and the orbit of such a Qt is
contained ' in the chain T^~\Fλa^\ TA7~2(FΛα>0), ...,Tλα(FAα>0),
^λα,o> Fλa, ι> Fλa,2> "" The idea is that by making Qt sufficiently small, its orbit will
form a small fraction of the finite part of the chain T^0"1^^ 0),
jwo - 2(Fλaί 0), . . ., Tλa(Fλa 0), and the infinite part of the chain is already bounded by
σ. Specifically, since Qt c{xε Rλ: T%?(x) φ Rλ} which becomes small as λ^λb, then

i + 2

/(β^O and l(T^(Qt))^0 as i->oo. The set (JJ^QiK^^-ό^), hence
/i + 2 \

M U T"°k(Qi) }<δ<σ and σ may be chosen arbitrarily small. Since T'λ.(x) is
\k = 2 J

/«o(2 + i) \

bounded from 0 for xφRλ., l( (J Tλ(Rλ) } can be made arbitrarily small by
1 * l

2 + ί

U ^(^A,) sufficiently small. Finally, (J Tλι(Rλ)l l

mo — 1 /wo — 1

C U Tλ~
k(Rλ) and / U T^\Rλ) ->0 as /(β^O since this set has a fixed

k=ι l l \ f c = ι l

number of components independent of i. Π

Proof of Theorem

A convergent sequence of critical parameter values λn with critical intervals Rn,λn

will be recursively defined starting with any critical parameter value λ0 with critical
restrictive interval #O,AO (such an interval can be found empirically [11]).

Without loss of generality it may be assumed that the left-hand endpoint of
Rn,λn

 = \-rn,λnι
r'n,λ^\ *s periodic and λn is the right-hand endpoint of a window
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[Λ,α w, A&, J. Choose εn sufficiently small that (1) (λn, λn + ε) contains no window with
corresponding period less than n (windows of order n are finite in number, see
Guckenheimer [4], Jonker and Rand [7, 8], Milnor and Thurston [10]), (2) for

λe(λn,λn + εn\ l(Iorb(Rntλ))<l(lorb(Rn,λn))+-, and (3) using Lemma 1 with σ= -

any invariant measure for Tλ with λ e (λn, λn + εn) has at least half of its mass in a set

of lebesgue measure less than l(Iorb(Rntλ)) + -. Then by Lemma 2, there exists a
n j

critical parameter value λn+le(λwλn + εj such that /(Iorb(^n+1>λn+1))< -.

Choosing εn tending to 0 produces a sequence of intervals (λn, λn + εn) that nest
down to some point λ^. Then λ^ will be in the exterior of all windows since
(λn, λn + εn) contains no window of corresponding period less than n. Furthermore,
since λ^e (λn, λn + επ), any invariant measure for Tλoo will have a majority of its mass

1 2 3
in a set of lebesgue measure less than 1(1 orb(Rn λ))+ -<l(Iorb(Rn,λn)) + - <-.

n n n
Consideration of ergodic components implies that any invariant measure is
singular. Π
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